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 The history has just started for the Albanians in Europe, welcome to the table.
Albania in France 2016

CHICAGO, 17.10.2015, 01:05 Time

USPA NEWS - The fall in the Armenian stadium brought what Albanians had waited for 80 years, their qualifications for the first time,
the Albanians with their soccer entered officially in Europe, now the clocks are for the political class, as to how organized it will be just
like the national team.

At last the soccer field in Albania closed with honor its gates with an unbelievable success on this popular game. The games for the
France championship, started in 2014 while playing Portugal, where the Albanian team won in its first match with Portugal. Many could
not believe this success, saying that it was either luck or negligence from Ronaldo´s team. But the success continued with a tie in
Tirana against Denmark, and 3 more points with Armenia in Tirana. The test was in Beograd when the match was interrupted due to
the violence on the field.  

This happened after the drone flowing in the field of an Albanian patriotic flag that did not agree with the Serbian sentiment, which was
directed by an Albanian, who at the end of the game was arrested from the Albanian police for carrying weapons. In fact this person
called Ismail Morina said that he carried it to protect himself against Serbs who were paid 1M dollars to kill him. This topic has agitated
the political class in Albania to gain some political momentum. Anyhow, Albania was able to gain 3 points after the Supreme Court
awarded it in Switzerland, after this event, it made the Albanians believe that they would have been qualified for France.  

Meanwhile their hero roamed around Albania making selfies with whoever had some political or economic fame. The return matches
had a different outcome, people started believing in Albania who was composed of Albanians from Albania and from Kosovo who for
legal reasons, had to become Albanian citizens. Young boys who mostly were born and raised in Switzerland, with Kosovar Albanian
parents, and educated with patriotic love for their missing country, made the team to be the best in 80 years, in the soccer history. The
tie with Denmark, helped Albania to have hope for the qualification surprise for the others but not for the Albanians.  
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